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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let R [X] be the polynomial 
ring in one variable over R. A ring automorphism o of R [X] is said to be an 
R-automorphism of R [X] if a(r) = r for each r E R. The set G(R) of all 
R-automorphisms of R [X] is a group under composition. If H is a subgroup 
of G(R), then we denote by RIXIH, the fixed subring of H, that is, 
RIXIH = {fE R[X] 1 a(f) =f for each u E HI. 
In this paper we consider, in particular, the subring R [XIGcR’. 
Before proceeding it is necessary to consider the elements of G(R) more 
closely and to establish some notation. It is well known that an 
R-endomorphism of R [X] is determined by o(X), that is, if u(X) = h, then 
u(f(X)) =f(h) for each f(X) E R [Xl; we denote this endomorphism by uh. 
Moreover, in [ 11, Gilmer gives the following characterization of the elements 
of G(R): If h = CyZO h,X’ E R[X], then uh is an R-automorphism of R[X] if 
and only if h, is a unit of R and hi is nilpotent for i > 2. Let B(R) be the 
subgroup of G(R) such that u E B(R) if and only if u(X) = c1+ bX, b a unit 
of R. If R has no nonzero nilpotents (thus in particular, if R is an integral 
domain), then G(R) = B(R). We show in Section 1 that R[X]G’R’ = RIXIBcR’ 
for all commutative rings R with identity. This equality simplifies the 
computation necessary in determining the fixed subring of R [Xl. 
In Section 2 we find sufficient conditions for R [XIGCR’ to be R. The main 
result of Section 2, Theorem 2.4, states that if R/M is an infinite field for all 
maximal ideals M of R, then R = R [X] G(R) In Section 3 we give necessary . 
and sufftcient conditions for R [XIGcR’ to contain a nonconstant manic 
polynomial for any commutative ring R. 
Finally, in Section 4 we investigate R [XIGCR’ for a von Neumann regular 
ring R. We obtain equivalent conditions for R to be properly contained in 
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R [X]G’R’ and for R [XIGCR’ to contain a nonconstant manic polynomial. 
Furthermore, we construct a counterexample to the converse of Theorem 2.4 
for a von Neumann regular ring. 
1. R[X] G(R) = R [x]B’R’ 
Let R be a ring and X an indeterminate over R. In this section we prove 
that the fixed subring of B(R) is the same as the fixed subring of G(R). To 
do this we use the following result from Herstein [2, p. 921 frequently. 
Result 1.1. Let n E Z+ be such that n =pam, where p is a prime integer 
andp’l(m. Thenp’ll(,“,). 
We use this result to rewrite binomial coefficients as the product of two 
integers, one of which is relatively prime to p. 
Before proving the main theorem we need the following technical result 
about the coefficients of a polynomial left fixed by all elements of B(R). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a ring and letf(X) = ,YyEOJXi E RIXIBCR’. 
Then (;) f,a’ = 0 for all a E m andfor all i and r such that 1 < i < r < n. 
Prooj We use induction on the order of nilpotency of a E fl. If 
a = 0, then (;)f,O’ = 0 for all i and r such that 1 < i < r < n. Hence, we 
assume the result is true for all nilpotents of order less than t. Let b E m 
of order t. Then we need to show (;) f,b’ = 0 for all i and r such that 1 < i < 
r < n. 
First, we state the following facts: 
(*) By the induction hypothesis, ([)f,b’ = 0 for all 1 <r ,< n. 
Hence, rf?b’ = 0 for all i >, 2 and all 1 < r < n. 
(**) Consider uclfbjX E B(R). Since f E RIXIBCR’, we know 
%+*df 1 =f: H ence, f,[rb + (;) b* + a.. + b’] = 0 for all 1 <r < It. 
Multiplying by r and using (*), it follows that r2frb = 0 for all 1 < r < n. 
Now consider abix E B(R); since ah+*(f) =f, we obtain the following set 
of equations: 
fib +f2b2 + e-e +f,b” = 0, (n) 
(:).tP+ (:)fib* + ... + (nll)fnb”-l=O, (n- 1) 
(“-:+‘)fn-k+lb + . . . + (npjk+j)fn-k+jbi+ . . . + (;)f,,bk =O, 
(“;‘>f,-,b i (;)f,,b* =O, 6 
(:)f,b =a (1) 
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We wish to show that each term of each of these equations is zero. To do 
this, we use induction on the equations. Clearly, every term of Eq. (1) is 
zero. Hence, assume every term of the first k - 1 equations is zero and 
consider the kth equation. 
To show that each term of the kth equation is zero, we use reverse 
induction on the exponent of b. That is, assuming (“-F “)f, -k+ i b’ = 0 for 
j- 1 < i< k, we show (“-j”‘j)fn_k+jbj = 0. (Note: The case where the 
exponent of b is k has the void induction hypothesis.) 
For the sake of clarification, we are using the following three sequential 
induction hypotheses: 
(1) (f)f,a’ = 0 for all u E JDj such that a has order of nilpotency 
less than t and for all i and Y such that 1 < i < r < n. 
(2) All terms of the first k - 1 equations are zero. 
(3) (+fti)fnPktibi=O forj- 1 <i<k. 
Using induction hypothesis (3) and letting n - k +j = s, we get the 
following reduction of equation (k): 
(*w) (“-{+‘)f,pj+l b + ... + (S-j+i)f,pj+ibi + .+. + (;)&b’= 0. 
And we wish to show (:)f,b’ = 0. 
If j= 1, then using induction hypothesis (3) and Eq. (***), we obtain 
( i )f, b = 0. Hence, assume j > 1 and that j is not a prime power that divides 
s. Then let d = g.c.d.{s,j} =pTl ... p’,~, pi a prime e, > 0 for all i E { I,..., 24). 
Sincej is not a prime power dividing s, we have by induction hypothesis (2) 
that ( >:)fsbp? = 0 for all i E { 1 ,..., u}. From Result 1.1, we know (Fi) = 
(sqi)/pf, where qi E Zt and g.c.d.{q,,pi} = 1. Therefore, there exist yi and zi 
such that yiqi + zip:’ = 1. Thus, since ( 2/)fs b”? = 0 and sfs bp? = 0 by (*), it 
follows that 
y,(s/p;,p’) qifs bPT’ + zip;‘(s/p:‘)f, bPT’ = 0, 
so 
(s/p;l)fsbp?(yiqi + zip:;) = 0, 
(s/p;‘)fs bPI’ = 0. 
Hence, (s/pF)f,bj = 0 for all i E { l,..., a}. Let m = g.c.d.{s/p:l,..., s/p:}. 
We claim that mf, bj = 0 and m ) (5). Clearly, mf, bj = 0 and (5) = (s/d) . h, 
where h E Z’. Now, m 1 (s/pTl) for all i implies m 1 (s/pf’ ea. p$) = s/d. 
Hence, m 1 (s/d) . h = (;). Thus, (j)f,bj = 0 when j > 1 and j is not a prime 
power dividing s. We note that this case does not depend on induction 
hypothesis (3), but only on induction hypotheses (1) and (2). 
Next, we consider the case where j =pe and pe / s. That is, we show that 
( ;@)fsbP’ = 0, where pe 1 s. We look at two cases: the case where pe I( s and 
the case where p’ yi s. 
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Assume pe ]] s and consider uC1 + bjX (f) =J: Equating the coefficients of X”, 
we have f,[sb + . . . + ( Be) bP’ + . . a + b”] = 0. Induction hypothesis (2) gives 
us fs[(pSe)bpe+ ‘** + bS] = 0. Now, pe ]( s implies by Result 1.1 that 
g.c.d.{ ( ,“e),ps} = 1, so there exist y and z such that y( je) + zp’ = 1. Hence, 
by (*) we know zp’( ie)f,bP’ = 0 and from above y( ,$.)f,(( $) b”‘+ 
. .. + bS] = 0. Adding and factoring out ( $)fSbP’, we get ( ,$)fSbP’[zpe + 
s ) b + ..a + ybS-P’] = 0, JGd+, .d Pe+ 1 ( ;e)fsbpe[l + (J’( p&) + ... + 
) b] = 0, and ( ie)fs bP’ = 0. Again we note that this case does not 
depend on induction hypothesis (3). 
Finally, we assume j =pe and pe jj s. Recall Eq. (***): 
t 
‘-‘;+l )f,,,,,b+...+(pS’)f,bP’=O. 
Look at ( S-~eti)fs-pe+jbi for 1 < i <pe. By induction hypotheses (1) and 
(2), we have shown that i > 1 and not a prime power dividing (s -pe + i), 
;henp$~~~~)&-p.iib’=O. Moreover, if i=pf, then i<pe implies p]l 
so by induction hypotheses (1) and (2), we know 
(‘-$+fl)fS-;e+dbp = 0. 
Thus, our sum becomes 
(****) ’ -pie + ’ )f,,.+, b + c [ ’ -;A+ ‘A 1 fs-~e+gt~~” 
q,l 
+ f, bp’ = 0, 
where the qA’s are prime powers such that qA ) (s -pe + qn) and pkqA. Now, 
qn ] (s -pe + q,J so qA I (s -p’) and pJiqA implies qn / [ (s/pe) - 11. Hence by 
fact (*), [(s/pe) - 1](S--Pqrtq~)SS-pp+q.~b4,~ = 0. 
Let h = (s -pe + l)[(s/p’) - 11. Then g.c.d.{h,pe} = 1. By fact (**) and 
the above, if we multiply Eq. (****) by h we obtain h( $)fSbP’ = 0. Since h 
is relatively prime to pe and p’( $)fs bP’ = 0 by fact (*), then ( $)f, bPC = 0. 
Thus, by induction every term of the kth equation is zero. Hence, by 
induction every term of all n equations is zero. That is, (F)f,b’ = 0 for b a 
nilpotent of order t and for all i and r such that 1 < i < r < n. Therefore, by 
induction on the order of nilpotency, (r)f,a’ = 0 for all a E m and for all 
iandrsuchthat l<i<r<n. 
We use Proposition 1.1 to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a ring and X an indeterminate over R. Then 
R [X]G’R’ = R [XIBcR’. 
Proof: The inclusion RIXIGcR’ G RIXIBcR’ is clear. Hence, let 
fE R [XIBcR’ and let u E G(R). We wish to show o(f) =f: We use induction 
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on the degree of o(X). If a(X) has degree one, then (T E B(R), so a(f) =J 
Hence, assume the result is true for a(X) of degree less than m and consider 
a*(X) of degree m. Then a*(X) = a, t ... t a,Xm = T(X) + amXm, where 
r E G(R) and r(X) has degree less than m. 
We claim that a*(f,X’) =f,[z(X)]’ for all 1 ,< r < n. 
~*u7’> =.a~*ml’ 
=f,[z(X) t amXm]’ 
=f, i [t(X)]‘+ $j : aLXmi[r(X)]‘pi[ 
ii i=) 1 
=f,[r(X)]'t 2 r 
i=l 0 
i f,atX”‘[r(X)]‘-‘. 
Since a,,, E d(O), then by Proposition 1.1, we have u*(f,X’) =f,[t(X)]'. 
Thus, 
u*(f) =f, tf,u*(X) t ..’ tf,(u*(X))” 
=fa +f, 7m f a** +L(W)” 
= 7(f) =f, 
by the induction hypothesis. 
Therefore, by induction we obtain u(f) =f for all u E G(R). Hence, 
fE R [X]“? 
Thus, R[X] G(R) = R [x]R’R’. 
2. R [X] G(R) = R 
In this section we consider sufficient conditions for R [XIGcR’ to be R. 
First, we list two general results on r that imply the existence of an element 
u E G(R) such that R[X](“’ = R. 
Result 2.1. Let R be a ring. If there exists a unit b in R such that b” - 1 
is regular for each n E Zt , then ubx E G(R) is such that R [X]‘Q” = R. 
Proof: Let b be a unit in R such that b” - 1 is regular for each n E Zt 
and consider u bX E G(R). LetfE R [X] “‘bx’. We wish to show thatfE R. 
Since u&j”) =f, we obtain fi(bi - 1) = 0 for all 1 < i < n, where f = 
Cr,Of;,Xi. Since b’ - 1 is regular, we have fi = 0 for 1 < i ,< n. Hence, 
f =f, E R and R [X] ‘ObX’ = R, as asserted. 
Result 2.2. Let R be a ring. If every nonzero element of R has infinite 
additive order, then u 1+X E G(R) is such that R [X]f”~+xl = R. 
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The proof of Result 2.2 is similar to the proof of Result 2.1, so we omit it. 
For a commutative ring R with identity, let I = {f(X) E R 1x1 /f(r) = 0 
for all r E R}. Then it is easy to show that Z is an ideal of R [Xl. We have 
the following result relating Z and R [XIGcR’. 
Result 2.3. If fC RIXIGcR), then f-f(O) E I. Hence if I= (0), then 
R [Xl G(R) = R. 
ProoJ Let f=Cy=OfiX’ E R[X]G’R’. Then a,+,(f) =f for all a E R. 
Equating the constant terms, we obtain f, +f, a +fi a* + +.. +f,an =fO so 
f,a +.A~* + ... +f,a” =f(a) -f(O) = 0 for all a E R. Thus, f-f(O) E I 
and if Z = (0), then clearly R [XIGcR’ = R. 
We remark that the inclusion RIXIGcR’ G R + I in Result 2.3 is proper 
unless I = (0), for the elements of R + Z of positive order are closed under 
multiplication by X, but this condition fails for R[X]d’R’. 
In conclusion we prove the following theorem involving conditions on 
R/M for all maximal ideals M of R. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a ring. Zf RIM is an infinite field for all 
maximal ideals M of R, then R = R[XjCcR’. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that R c RIXIGcR’ and 
that R/M is infinite for all maximal ideals M of R. Let f (X) = f,X” + ... + 
f, E R [X]G’R’, where n > 0 and f, # 0. Then by Result 2.3, (*) f, a + 9’. + 
fna” = 0 for all a E R. We claim that there exists a manic polynomial g(X) 
over R of degree n such that f, g(a) = 0 for all a E R. To prove this, we use 
induction onj to establish the following statement. 
For 1 <j < n there exist manic polynomials gii(X), for j < i < n, where 
gii(X) has degree i, such thatfjgJa> + ... +f,, gnj(a) = 0 for all a E R. 
If j = 1, let gil(X) = Xi for 1 < i ,< n. The statement then follows from (*). 
Assume the statement for j = k - 1. Then there exist gi,k-I(X) such that 
(**> fLtLI,k-,(4+ .. . + f,, g,,,-,(a) = 0 for all a E R. Hence, 
fk-lgk~I.k-,(a)=-C;=,f;:gi.k~,(a) f or all a E R. Consider the ideal B = 
({ gk--l,k+l(a)}acR). We prove that B = R. If B c R, then B is contained in a 
maximal ideal M of R. Let $ be the canonical homomorphism from R onto 
R/M with induced homomorphism #* from R[X] onto (R/M)[X]. Then 
~*k-l,k-lm) is a manic polynomial in (R/M)[X] of degree k - 1 and 
B c M implies that $*(gk- i + i(X)) has finitely many solutions in R/M, an 
infinite field. This is a contradiction. 
Thus, there exists rl ,..., rs, a, ,..., a, E R such that Cf= I rig,_ *,+ ,(a,) = 1. 
SO xi=, rifk-lgk-l,k~I(ai)=fk~1. BY (**), -CT=1 ri(CJ=kfjgj,kp,(ai))= 
fk-1, or -CJ=k&(Ci=I rigj,k-,(ai)) Efk-1. Let C;=l rigj,k-,(a,) = tj ER 
for all k < j< n. Substituting into (**), we get [-Cjn,kfjtj] gk-l,k-l(~) + 
. . . +f, g,.,+ ,(a) = 0 for all a E R. 
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Let gj,k(X) =gj,+i(X) - tjgk-l,k-,(X) for all k<j< n. It is clear that 
gj,JX) is manic of degreej and fkg,,,(a) t ... +f, g,,,(a) = 0 for all a E R. 
Therefore, by induction there exists a manic polynomial of degree n, namely, 
g,,,(X), such that f, g,,,(a) = 0 for all a E R. 
However, as before we have ({ g,.,(a)},,R) = R. Thus there exist 6, ,..., b,, 
s, ,..., sp E R such that s, g,,,(h) f ... + s, g&b,) = 1. Hence, 
s,f,, g&b,) + . . . + sPfn g,,,(b,) =f, implies f, = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus, if R/M is an infinite field For all maximal ideals A4 of R, then 
RF1 * G(R) = R 
The contrapositive of Theorem 2.4 gives the following necessary condition 
for R to be properly contained in R(X] G(R)* R . / A4 is a finite field for some 
maximal ideal A4 of R. Moreover, the proof shows that if R c R [X]G’R’ and 
if f(X) E R [X]G’R’ is such that degf(X) = n > 0, then there is a maximal 
ideal M of R such that card(R/M) < IZ. However, this is not a sufficient 
condition, as will be shown in Section 4. 
3. NONCONSTANT MONK POLYNOMIALS 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Clearly, if R [X]G’R’ contains a 
nonconstant manic polynomial, then R # RIXIGcR’. We begin with an 
example showing that the converse is false, that is, R #R [XIGcR’ does not 
imply R [X] G(R) contains a nonconstant manic polynomial. Let Z be the ring 
of integers and let Y be an indeterminate over Z. Then R = Z[ Y]/ 
(2Y, Y*, Y”) is such that R # R [X]G’R’ and R [X]G’R’ does not contain a 
nonconstant manic polynomial. In fact, if y = Y + (2Y, Y*, Y’), then it is not 
difficult to show that R[X] “‘“‘=R[Ui”O=,{y(X* tx)‘}]. 
This section provides necessary and sufficient conditions for R [XIGcR’ to 
contain a nonconstant manic polynomial. However, first we state two results 
on ring morphisms which will be used in the next two sections. 
Result 3.1. Let R and S be commutative rings with identity and let I$ be 
a ring homomorphism from R onto S. Let d* be the induced ring 
homomorphism from R[X] onto S[X] defined by #*(CrEOf.X’) = 
CyzO #(A) Xi. Furthermore, let 4’ be the group homomorphism from G(R) 
into G(S) defined by $‘(u,) = By*. Let H be a subgroup of G(R). Then 
$d*(R[xy) G S[X]““? 
Moreover, equality holds for 4 a ring isomorphism. 
Result 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let (Ri}y=, be 
a set of rings such that R = R, t ... + R,. Then 
R[X]G’R’ ER,[X]~‘~‘) + . . . +R,(X]G’Rn’. 
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The proofs are straightforward; hence, they will be omitted. Next, we 
prove a lemma necessary for the main theorem of this section. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a ring such that char R =pe, p a prime integer. If 
a” = 0 for all a E m, then there exists s E Zf such that (g + f)*’ = g*‘for 
allfE (m)[X] andforallgE R[X]. 
Proof Let s be such that pe < pS and v < p’-‘+ ‘. Let f E (m)[X] and 
fE R [Xl. By induction on the number of terms offi it is clear that it suffices 
to consider f = mX’, where m E m and t E Zl. Then (g + mX’)*’ = g”’ + 
Cf” ‘( 4”) gp”-‘(mX’)‘. 
Writing ( f’) = (p”/i)( p?,’ ), it is clear that pe 1 ( :‘) for all 1 < i < p’-” ‘. 
Moreover, since v <pspef’, we obtain (mX’)’ = 0 for all p’-‘+ ’ < i <p’. 
Hence, ( $“) g*“-‘(mX’)’ = 0 for all 1 < i <p”. Thus (g + f )*“ = g*“. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a ring. Then RIXIGCR’ contains a nonconstant 
manic polynomial tf and only tf R is a O-dimensional ring such that nilpotent 
elements have bounded order of nilpotency and there is NE Zt such that 
card(R/M) < Nfor all maximal ideals A4 of R. 
Proof: First we assume that RIXIGCR’ contains a nonconstant manic 
polynomial; say, f = X” + f,, _, X”- ’ + . , . + fo, n >, 1. Let P be a prime ideal 
of R and let 4: R + R/P be the canonical homomorphism with induced 
homomorphism d *: R[X] -+ (R/P)[X]. By Result 3.1, we know that #*(f) E 
VW [Xl ID a+~‘aaR’P1. Since R/P is a domain and 4*(f) is manic of degree 
n > 1 in (R/P)[X], it follows that R/P is finite. Hence, R/P is a field. Thus, 
R is O-dimensional and there is N E Z+ such that card(R/M) < N for all 
maximal ideals A4 of R; namely, N = n + 1. Moreover, by Proposition 1.2 we 
know that if a is nilpotent, then a” = 0. So nilpotents have bounded order of 
nilpotency. 
Conversely, we assume that R is a O-dimensional ring such that nilpotent 
elements have bounded order of nilpotency and there exists NE Zt such 
that card(R/M) < N for all maximal ideals A4 of R. Since card(R/M) < N for 
all maximal ideals A4 of R and fixed N E Z’, then it is clear that char R = 
n=p:l. . . . . pzs, Hence, we obtain R 1~ S, + . . . + S,, where char Si =pr: Si 
is a O-dimensional ring such that card(S,/M*) < N for all maximal ideals 
M* of Si, and nilpotent elements of Si have bounded order of nilpotency. By 
Result 3.2, we assume without loss of generality that char R =pe. 
Hence, there exists m E Zt such that R/M embeds isomorphically into 
GP(p”), the Galois field with pm elements, for every maximal ideal M of R. 
Hence, aPm - a E M for every a E R and every maximal ideal M of R. Let 
a” =0 for all aE fl). We find m* E Zt such that m/m* and 
(g +f)Pm‘ =gpm’ for all f~ (m)[X] and for all g E R[X]. (Note: m* 
exists by Lemma 3.3.) We show that (Xpm’ - X)pm’o’m’-‘) E R [XIGCR’. 
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By Theorem 1.3, it suffices to consider uafbX E G(R). Hence, 
/J+bX(XPm* - X)Pm’w- 1) = [ @ + bX)Pm’ - @ + jq]P”YP”‘- ‘) 
= [bXPm’ -bX+g]P”“P”“-f), 
where g = CfIi-‘( “y’) a’(bX)Pm’-’ $ (up”* - a) $ n,XP”’ and 
such that b”“* 
n2 E m 
- b = n2. Clearly, g E (m)[X], so by Lemma 3.3, 
(5 n+bX(XPm’ _ X)Pmy(Pm’- 1) = (bXPm’ _ bX)Pm’(Pm.- 1) 
= bPm’(P”‘- 1) (xP~‘ _ X)pm’(pma - 1) 
= (1 + b- In2)Pm*(XPm’ _ X)Pm’(Pm’- 1) 
= (pm _ x)pm’(pm’ - 1). 
Thus, R [XIGCR’ contains a nonconstant manic polynomial. 
4. VON NEUMANN REGULAR RINGS 
In this section we investigate R[X] G(R) for a von Neumann regular ring R; 
the definition is as follows. A commutative ring R with identity is said to be 
von Neumann regular if for each element r of R, there exists an element s of 
R such that r = r’s. It is well known that a ring R is von Neumann regular if 
and only if R is a O-dimensional reduced ring [3]. Also, if x E R, then 
x = ue, where u is a unit of R and e is idempotent [4]. We use both of these 
facts in proving the results of this section. 
We begin by stating equivalent conditions for R [XIGCR’ to contain a 
nonconstant manic polynomial for a von Neumann regular ring R. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a von Neumann regular ring. Define I = 
V(x) E R [Xl If@> = 0 f or all a E R). The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) R [XIGCR’ contains a nonconstant manic polynomial. 
(ii) There exists NE Z+ such that 1 R/M] <N for every maximal 
ideal M of R. 
(iii) Let A, = ({b” - l} beUCRJ, where U(R)= {b E R /b is a unit}. 
ThenA,=(O)forsomenEZ+. 
(iv) X”-XElforsomenEZ+,n> 1. 
(v) Z contains a nonconstant manic polynomial. 
Proof (i) * (iii) Let X” +fnplX”-’ + ..a +foE RIXIGCR’, where 
n > 1. We show that A, = (0). If b is a unit of R, then ubX(Xn + .a. +fJ = 
481/89/2-7 
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X" t . . . +fO. Comparing coefficients of X”, we have b” = 1 or 6” - 1 = 0 
for all b a unit of R. Hence, A, = (0). 
(iii)* (iv) Let A, = ({b” - l},,U(,, ) = (0). Then b” - 1 = 0 for each 
unit b of R. We claim that X”+ ’ -XEZ.IfaER,thena=b*e,whereb*is 
a unit of R and e is idempotent. Hence, ant’ -a = (b*e)“+* - b*e = 
(b*)“+’ en+’ _ b*e=b*e-b*e=O for all aER. Thus, X”“-XEZ. 
(iv) * (v) Clear. 
(v) * (ii) Let X” +fn-iXnP1 t .a. +f,XE Z and let M be a maximal 
ideal of R. Let 4 be the canonical homomorphism from R onto R/M and let 
$* be the induced homomorphism from R [X] onto (R/M)[X]. Then 
4*(f) = f * is a nonconstant manic polynomial in (R/M)[X] such that every 
element of the field R/M is a root off *. This implies R/M is finite and 
(R/MI < n. Thus IR/MI < n for every maximal ideal M of R. 
(ii) 3 (i) This implication follows from Theorem 3.4. 
Next, we state and prove equivalent conditions for R to be properly 
contained in R [X] G(R). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a von Neumann regular ring. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) R c R[X]G’R’. 
(ii) There is an idempotent e # 0 such that A,, = ((b” - l}bEU(RJ) c 
(l-e)forsomenEZ+. 
(iii) R g S, + S,, where S,[X]G(S~’ contains a nonconstant manic 
polynomial. 
ProoJ (i) * (ii) Let f = CyzOAXi E RIXIGCR’, where n > 1. Without 
loss of generality we can assume f,, is idempotent (f, = ue; if u # 1, then 
consider u-If). Moreover, f,, # 0. We prove that A, c (1 -f,). If b is a unit 
of R, then a,,(f) =f implies f,(b” - 1) = 0. Thus, b” - 1 E Ann(f,,) for 
every unit b of R. However, f, idempotent implies that Ann(f,) = (1 -f,). 
Hence, A, = ((6” - 1 }&U(R) > c (1 -fJ 
(ii) =j (iii) Let e # 0 b e an idempotent such that A, E (1 - e). Then we 
consider R E Re f R(1 - e). By the implication (iii) 3 (i) in Theorem 4.1, 
we know that (Re)[X]G’R” contains a nonconstant manic polynomial 
because A,e = (0) in Re. 
(iii)* (i) Let R z S, + S,, where S,[X]G’S1) contains a nonconstant 
manic polynomial. Then by Result 3.2, R G RIXIGCR’. 
Next, we present a counterexample to the converse of Theorem 2.4, which 
states that for R G RIXIGCR), it is necessary for R/M to be finite for some 
maximal ideal M. The construction uses the Cantor set of real numbers, 
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which we denote by C. Let c E C. If c = nd3’, where 3)inc, then we define 
k, = GF(p”). And if c is not of the form q/3’, then we define k, = 
IJ i”= 1 GF(p”) = F. 
Consider the ring A of all continuous functions from C (with the induced 
topology from the reals) into F with the discrete topology. We note that A 
consists of all functions h from C into F such that for each c E C, there 
exists a neighborhood of c on which h is constant-valued. Let B = {fE A 1 
f(c) E k,}. We show that B is a nontrivial subring of A, B is von Neumann 
regular, B/M is finite for infinitely many maximal ideals A4, and 
BP1 G(B) = B. 
Let i(c) = 1 for all c E C. Clearly, i E A and i(c) E k, for all c E C. Hence, 
i E B so B f 0. If f, g E B, then f-g and fg are elements of A. Moreover, 
(f- g>(c) =fW - g(c) E kc and UN4 =fW g(c) E kc y so f- g and fg are 
elements of B. Thus, B is a nontrivial subring of A. 
Let f E B and define g: C + F by g(c) = 0, if f (c) = 0 and g(c) = [f(c)] ’ 
if f(c) # 0. It is easy to see that g E B since g-‘(O) =f -i(O) and g-‘(x) = 
f -‘(x-‘) for x # 0. Also, it is clear that f =f *g. Thus, B is a von Neumann 
regular ring. 
Next, let M, = {f E B 1 f(c) = 0). It is routine to check that A4, is an ideal 
of B. We show that B/M, N k, for all c E C. Let f E B and define a mapping 
4 from B into k, by 4(f) =f (c). It is straightforward to show that 4 is a 
well-defined ring homomorphism from B into k, with kernel iPf,. We need 
only show that d is onto. That is, if x E k,, then there is an f E B such that 
f(c) = x. By definition of k,, there is an i E 2’ such that x E GF(p*‘) and 
x @ GF(p*‘-‘). Also, from the topological properties of the Cantor set, there 
is an open and closed set D such that c E D and if c* E D, then x E k,, (in 
particular, we can pick D = [c - 4/3’+ *, c + 4/3” ‘1 C). Hence, we define 
f(d) = 0 if d 6? D and f(d) = x if d E D. Clearly, f E B such that f(c) = x. 
PCICEC is, in fact, the set of maximal ideals of B. 
Thus, it remains to see that B[X] c(B) = B. We use condition (ii) of 
Theorem 4.2. If n E Z’ and if e is an idempotent of B, then we show that 
there is a unit f of B such that f n - i @? (e), where i(c) = 1 for all c E C. Let 
e-‘(O) = D; note that D # 0 because in Theorem 4.2, e is picked so that 
e # i. Then since C as a topological space is totally disconnected, there is an 
open and closed set D* G D such that D* # 0 and if c E D* then 
GF(p*“) c k, [5, p. 26). Define f(c) = 1 if c&D* and f(c) = x if c E D*, 
where x is a primitive (n + 1)st root of unity. Clearly f E B and f is a unit. 
Moreover, (f’ - i)(c) # 0 for c E D* D; hence, fn - i 6! (e). Thus, by 
Theorem 4.2, B [X] ‘(‘) = B. 
It follows that B is a counterexample to the converse of Theorem 2.4 for 
von Neumann regular rings. However, for von Neumann regular rings there 
is a partial converse. That is, if R/M is finite for all maximal ideals M of R, 
then R s R [XIGcR’. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let R be von Neumann regular such that R/M is finite 
for every maximal ideal M of R. Then R c R [X]G’R’. 
ProoJ We prove the contrapositive. Assume R = R [XIGcR’ and let N = 
{n E 2’ 1 card(R/M) = m f or some maximal ideal M of R}. We enumerate 
N = {n,, n2,...}, where ni < nj if and only if i <j. Then we consider Anj= 
(Vi - 1 lmwu ). By Theorem 4.2, Ani @ (e) for all ni E N and for all idem- 
potents e # 1. We use this condition to find nonzero idempotents e, such that 
eiEAnifor l<i<card(N)=aandeiE(ei-,)for2<i<a. 
Let e, be a nonzero idempotent in A,,. We know e, # 1 because there is a 
maximal ideal M of R such that A,, c M by the definition of N. And since 
A,, g (0), then there is some nonzero idempotent in A,, . Assume we have 
found nonzero idempotents e,,..., k e such that eiEAni for all l<i<k and 
e, E (e,-,) for 2 < i < k. We pick a nonzero idempotent ek+, in AEk+,(e,). 
Such an ek+, exists because if not, then Ank + ,(e,J = (0) so that ARki, s 
(1 - e,J which contradicts Theorem 4.2. Since ek+ , E (e,), then inductively 
we have a set of nonzero idempotents e, such that e, E A,i for 1 < i < a and 
ei E (eipI) for 2 < i < a. 
We consider the ideal ({l -ei}yZ=,). If ({l -ei}yz,)=R, then r,(l -e,)+ 
. . . + r,(l -e,)= 1, for some r 1 ,..., r,,, E R. But, 1 - ei = (1 - e,)(l - e,) 
for 1 < i < m because e, E (ei) for 1 < i < m so (1 - ei) e, = e, - e, = 0. 
Hence, (1 - e,)[rl(l -e,) + ... + r,( 1 - e,)] = 1 which implies 1 - e, is a 
unit so 1 - e, = 1 or e, = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus, ({ 1 - ei}FZ1) GM for some maximal ideal M of R. We show that 
R/M is an infinite field. Suppose that R/M is a finite field of cardinality n,. 
Then A,,! g M so ei E M and 1 - e, E M, a contradiction. Hence, there exists 
a maximal ideal such that R/M is infinite, which proves the contrapositive. 
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